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Abstract. A stenosis is a narrowing in a tubular organ. In medicine, vessel stenosis poses health risk for people.
In the last work, experimental investigation of pressure loss coefficient for varying stenosis eccentricity and
shape for steady flow were performed. In this work, experimental investigation of pressure loss for varying
stenosis eccentricity and shape under periodic flow were performed. Four models of different geometry were
studied, two models are axisymmetric stenoses and two models are eccentric stenoses. All models were stenosis
of 75% area reduction. The periodic flow, generated by a controllable pump, has sinus shape in an inlet. The
measuring range of medium Reynolds number was from 500 to 1500, range of ratio between an amplitude and
medium flow rate was from 0.2 to 0.6 and range of frequency was from 0.2 to 1 Hz. The pressure loss for each
conditions was quantified by mean value, amplitude and phase shift against flow rate.


  


1 Introduction
Stenosis is a narrowing of vessel. Stenosis significantly
affect the blood flow, which has implication for the body
system. [1] The characteristic feature of the stenoses is
atherosclerosis [2].
The relationship between flow parameters and
occurrence of the atherosclerosis has been studied by many
studies [3], [4], [5]. The complexity of this issue, high
demands on measurement accuracy and ethical limitations
transfer research from the medical field to the field of
technology. In laboratory for measuring flow parameters
is used technically advanced method (for example PIV).
In fluid dynamics, the blood flow is an unsteady flow
of the non-Newtonian fluid through an elastic tube. For
certain experiments conditions the non-Newtonian
characteristics can be neglected and the use of Newtonian
fluid is sufficient [6], [7]. Many research is focused on
models with a solid [8], [9] as well as elastic wall [10],
[11]. This work is focused on model with solid wall.
The effect of unsteadiness is described in several
experimental and numeric work. For example Siouffi et al.
[12] compared different types of pulsatile flows with
physiological one. This experimental work is focused on
effect of stenosis geometry on pressure loss for unsteady
flow, which have sinus shape in an inlet.
For the description of unsteady flow is used a
dimensionless number to be called the Womersley
number. It is an expression of the pulsatile flow frequency
in relation to viscous effect. The Womersley number is
defined by the relation:
a

(1)

where r is the diameter of unobstructed vessel and  is the
kinematic viscosity.
In this work four models were studied; two symmetric
stenoses and two eccentric stenoses. All models have
circular cross-section and they were stenosis with 75%
area reduction. The measuring range of Womersley
number was from 8 to 18.
From obtained data, the local pressure loss is evaluated
from equation:





(2)



where pt is total pressure loss and pf is major pressure
loss. The total pressure loss is sum of major and local
pressure loss. From obtained data amplitude, mean value
and phase shift of local pressure loss was evaluated.
Amplitude of local pressure loss is given by equation:
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where pmax,l is maximum of the local pressure loss and
pmin,l is minimum of the local pressure loss. Mean value
is given by equation.
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Phase shift of local pressure loss is given by equation:
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where max,fr is phase of maximum value of flow rate and
max,l is phase of maximum value of local pressure loss.
The geometry of stenosis models is shown in Figure 1,
2, 3 and 4. All models have the diameter of unobstructed
cross-section 14 mm, the diameter of obstructed crosssection 7 mm, the length of model 50 mm, the length of
stenosis 5 mm.

The unsteady flow was established in the model. The
pressure loss was measured by four membrane pressure
sensors. The distance between sensors is 70 cm. The
sensors were calibrated before measurement using water
column.
For each flow regime the pressure gradient between
sensors was recorded. Pressure gradient between sensor
A and sensor B (sensors are labelled in Figure 5) is major
pressure loss in pipe with length 70 cm.
Between sensor B and C was measured total pressure
loss, which is combination of major and local pressure
loss. Sensor D is used to check the correct functioning of
the sensors. The control is performed by comparison of
data obtained between sensor A and B and between sensor
C and D.

3 Results
Table 1 summarises the set of experimental flow
regime. For each flow regime, measurement for five value
of frequency was performed.

Figure 1. Symmetric stenosis number 1, narrowing angle 45°.

Table 1. Flow regimes

Figure 2. Symmetric stenosis number 2, smooth transition
portion.

Number of
regime

Mean
Reynolds
number
(1)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

500
500
500
1000
1000
1000
1500
1500
1500

Figure 3. Eccentric stenosis number 1, narrowing angle 45°.

Figure 4. Eccentric stenosis number 2, smooth transition
portion

The aim of this experimental study is determine, if
pressure loss was affected more by shape of stenosis or by
eccentricity.

2 Method
Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for
measuring the pressure loss is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Experimental setup.

Amplitude
of
Reynolds
number
(1)
100
200
300
200
400
600
300
600
900

Range of
measured
frequency
(Hz)

0.2 – 1.0

Figures 6 – 8 plot results for symmetric stenosis
number 1. The results show that the difference of
maximum and minimum value of mean and amplitude
local pressure loss increases with increasing Reynolds
number. The value of phase shift increase with Reynolds
number and maximum value has for Re = 1500.
Figures 9 – 11 plot results for symmetric stenosis
number 2. This stenosis has smoother transition portion
then symmetric stenosis number 1. The results show that
the value of mean and amplitude of local pressure loss is
approximately same with stenosis number 1.
Figures 12 – 14 plot results for eccentric stenosis
number 1. Comparing with symmetric stenosis number 1,
the eccentric stenosis has higher difference of maximum
and minimum value of mean local and amplitude pressure
loss. The value of phase shift increase with Reynolds
number and maximum value has for Re = 1000 and 1500.
Figures 15 – 17 plot results for eccentric stenosis
number 2. This stenosis has smoother transition portion
then eccentric stenosis number 1. The results show that this
stenosis has lower the difference of maximum and
minimum value of mean and amplitude local pressure loss
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is lower than in the eccentric stenosis number 1. The phase
shift for Re = 500 is lower than eccentric stenosis number
1, for higher Re the value is same.

Figure 6. The mean value of local pressure loss for symmetric
stenosis number 1.

Figure 7. The amplitude of local pressure loss for symmetric
stenosis number 1.

Figure 8. The phase shift of local pressure loss for symmetric
stenosis number 1.

Figure 9. The mean value of local pressure loss for symmetric
stenosis number 2.

Figure 10. The amplitude of local pressure loss for symmetric
stenosis number 2.

Figure 11. The phase shift of local pressure loss for symmetric
stenosis number 2.

Figure 12. The mean value of local pressure loss for eccentric
stenosis number 1.

Figure 13. The amplitude of local pressure loss for eccentric
stenosis number 1.
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4 Conclusion

Figure 14. The phase shift of local pressure loss for eccentric
stenosis number 1.

In this work, experimental investigation of pressure
loss of stenosis for the four models were performed: two
symmetric stenoses and two eccentric stenoses. All models
were stenosis of 75% area reduction. The results prove the
relationship between pressure loss and varying eccentricity
and shape of stenosis.
For all models, difference of maximum and minimum
value of mean and amplitude local pressure loss increases
with increasing Reynolds number. The eccentric stenoses
have higher value of difference than symmetric stenoses.
The phase shift for Re = 500 is higher for eccentric
stenoses. The symmetric stenoses have maximum value of
phase shift in Re = 1500, the eccentric stenoses in Re =
1000. The maximum value is approximately same for all
models.
Investigation of the local pressure loss indicates that
eccentric stenoses create higher pressure loss and higher
difference between maximum and minimum value. The
loss is little affected by shape of stenosis, but significantly
by the eccentricity.
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Figure 15. The mean value of local pressure loss for eccentric
stenosis number 2.

Figure 16. The amplitude of local pressure loss for eccentric
stenosis number 2.
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Figure 17. The phase shift of local pressure loss for eccentric
stenosis number 2.
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